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Electricity



Electricity can be
 dangerous. An electric 

  shock can kill
 anyone

Warning!

Electricity
Electricity a powerful thing? It is very strong and can move trains or 
cars. An electric shock can kill you.

When electricity flows through an electrical machine it makes the ma-
chine work.



A radio uses electricity  so you can listen to the news, 
songs, music and children story. 

Electricity is used to make things work, like rad
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A simple circuit  uses electricity from a battery. A circuit 
is a path that allows electricity to flow all the way around 
it 

A electricity 
passes through

the bulb, the 
bulb lights up



You can make a simple circuit with a battery, a bulb
 and two wires use the wires to join the battery to the bulb.

If the circuit is not connected correctly, the electricity will not fl ow
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Electricity

Some power stations use renewable energy 
sources that will never run out, such as sun or wind 
energy.



Early long distance communication involved electric cables carrying a 
message a relay system  allowing communication over a distances.



Electricity
At the power station, energy from the fuel or other energy sources 
is changed into electricity. Once it is made, the electricity travels 
to where it is need.

Electricity is made 
at power stations 

like this one.



At this control centre people 
check how much electricity is 
being made and used.

The electricity hows through the cables is very powerful this means that 
the  cables are very dangrous.



Switches work with open and closed circuits. When the switch is closed, 
electricity 
flows around the circuit, the bulb lights up. When the switch is open,
electricity cannot flow around the circuit and the bulb will not light up 



Every electrical
 machine has a switch 

to turn on and off.

We can make our own switches but you need a battery, a bulb, two 
wires and a paper clip.
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Electricity

This childern story book looks at electricity and tell how 
we use electricity in everyday life.

Kamela Amiry
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